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Abstract
Mobile users have not been able to exploit spatio-temporal differences between individual mobile networks
operators for a variety of reasons. End user network switching and multihoming are two promising mecha-
nisms that could allow such exploitation. However these mechanisms have not been thoroughly explored at
a general system level with QoE metrics. Therefore, in this work we analyze these mechanisms in a variety
of diverse scenarios through a system level model based on an agent based modeling framework.
In terms of results, we find that in all scenarios end user network switching provides significant benefits in
terms of both throughput and mean opinion score as the number of available networks increases. However,
contrastingly, end user multihoming in most scenarios does not provide significant benefits over network
switching given the same number of available networks. The major reason is inefficient radio resource
allocation resulting from individual networks not taking the multihoming nature of end users into account.
Though, in low user density situations this inefficiency is not a problem and multihoming does provide
increased throughput though not increased mean opinion scores. Finally, scenarios that vary the fraction
of users adopting multihoming suggests that both early and late adopters will have similar gains over users
not adopting multihoming. Thus the adoption dynamics of multihoming appear favorable. Overall, the
results support the applicability of end user network switching for improving mobile user experience and the
applicability of end user multihoming in more limited situations.
Keywords: Network Switching; Multihoming; QoE; Allocative Efficiency; User Driven Competition; Agent
Based Modeling
1. Introduction
Mobile users increasingly expect an always-on high quality mobile connection regardless of their location.
Mobile network operators (MNOs) have responded with technological advances such as LTE that have
substantially increased connection throughput and reliability. However, so far, users have not been able to
significantly exploit the temporal and spatial differences in quality between individual MNOs. This lack of
exploitation partly results from the absence of widely available technical mechanisms, such as user driven
national roaming or operator driven dynamic spectrum access, that allow such exploitation.
The absence of operator driven mechanisms is primarily a result of regulatory uncertainty and the sig-
nificant business and technical complexity of such schemes. Whereas the absence of user driven mechanisms
is primarily a result of operator resistance as such mechanisms often require low switching costs1 which
potentially threaten operators current business models.
∗Corresponding author
Email addresses: benjamin.finley@aalto.fi (B. Finley), abasaure@miuandes.cl (A. Basaure)
1The currently high switching costs (enabled by the entrenched MNO model in many countries) result in users switching
MNOs at a timescale of years. This switching frequency is orders of magnitude too slow to significantly exploit the spatio-
temporal differences between mobile networks.
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Given this operator resistance, mechanisms that do not require operator support are particularly inter-
esting. In that vein, end user network switching is a mechanism that does not require operator support
because the network switching is assumed to occur completely on the end user device. In addition, the
related mechanism of end user multihoming (an end user transmitting over several networks simultaneously
and thus aggregating capacity) does not require operator support given a higher layer multipath protocol
such as MPTCP. The two mechanisms are fully defined in Section 2.1.
Given the potential of these mechanisms, a key driver for spurring adoption is understanding the scenarios
in which these mechanisms will benefit users and whether the actual user benefit is substantial. However,
prior work [1, 2, 3, 4] on these mechanisms has primarily focused on low level technical implementations
rather than higher level system analyses. Furthermore, these technical works have not applied user-centric
QoE metrics such as mean opinion score (MOS) in their analyses. Therefore, in this work we examine these
two mechanisms through a system level model that applies an agent based modeling approach. The model
provides several end user performance metrics (including throughput and MOS) for a variety of diverse
scenarios including both technical and market conditions such as layout of base stations, user densities, and
rates of adoption of the analyzed mechanisms.
Since these mechanisms can be adopted without operator support, non-MNO ecosystem stakeholders such
as consumers, handset vendors, mobile platform owners, and regulators should be particularity interested
in understanding the benefits of such mechanisms.
We briefly describe the structure of the remainder of the paper. Section 2.1 gives brief definitions of end
user network switching and multihoming, Section 2.2 details the related concepts of network switching costs
and small cell operators, Section 2.3 describes current related mechanisms in LTE, and Section 2.4 details
related work. Section 3.1 introduces agent based models in general and Sections 3.2-3.5 describes the specifics
of the agent based model we use in this work including the network assumptions and agent behavior. Section
4 presents the results of the different scenarios. Section 4.5 details the potential effects of the aforementioned
network assumptions on our presented results. Finally Section 5 discusses the implications of results with a
focus on regulators and Section 6 gives brief conclusions.
2. Background
2.1. Definitions
Due to the lack of standardized terminology in this area we give brief definitions of the two end user
mechanisms we analyze in this work.
End user network switching: mechanism that allows a user to automatically and efficiently switch
between mobile networks (with which the user has access through contracts) at a small timescale (scale
on the order of seconds). The switching is performed entirely on the end user terminal and therefore
no operator support is required.
End user multihoming: mechanism that allows a user to automatically, efficiently, and simulta-
neously use (transfer data over) several mobile networks (with which the user has access through
contracts) thus aggregating network capacity. We assume that no information is shared between the
networks (or between the BSs of the same network) about the multihoming nature of the users. This
ensures that no operator support is required for end user multihoming.
Given these definitions we note that end user multihoming implies network switching to the extent that
in end user multihoming the user simply selects the two best BSs (of all accessible to that user) to use
simultaneously, whereas in end user network switching the user simply selects the best BS to use.
In terms of state of the art technical implementations of these mechanisms, [1] describes a network
switching implementation for off-the-shelf Google smartphones based on the Google Fi MVNO2 that has
2Google Fi is a MVNO that aggregates three US MNOs (Sprint, T-Mobile, and U.S. Cellular) through dynamic switching
of network SIM profiles.
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an average switching time of 8.8s and a potential lower bound switching time of 1.5s. While [2] describes a
multihoming implementation for off-the-shelf smartphones over LTE and Wifi with near optimal aggregation
performance. We note though that the lack of off-the-shelf smartphones with two LTE stacks prohibits the
current implementation of multihoming over two LTE networks.
2.2. Switching costs and small cell operators
Economically, switching costs are defined as one-time costs that a buyer faces when switching from one
provider to another [5] and these costs constitute an entry barrier since they determine the monopoly power
of incumbent firms. If switching costs are high, an entrant firm should attract new customers by subsidizing
the customers switching costs. When switching costs are low, competition is more dynamic and a new firm
can more easily enter the market.
The reduction of switching costs can incentivize in some cases the entrance of new types of operators.
Specifically if switching costs are low enough and end users can efficiently switch from one network to another,
the minimum efficient scale of an operator decreases. For example, an entrant operator can offer network
access only in localized pockets given the assumption that users can easily and efficiently switch to a wider
area operator outside those pockets. Such cases are especially interesting for new network deployments such
as small cells, M2M and more generally IoT. This new type of operator is known as a small cell operator or
micro-operator.
From a competition perspective, according to Spence-Dixit capacity model [6, 7], the industry installed
capacity in a market can act as an entry barrier to new firms. Such a situation is depicted in Figure 1A.
Specifically, the industry installed capacity qm is an entry barrier in a market if qm is chosen such that
the addition of the minimum efficient scale capacity kmin (by an entrant) would not be profitable. This
minimum efficient scale capacity is the minimum size at which an entrant operator is profitable (can recover
its average costs) due to economies of scale. Graphically, in Figure 1A, this means that kmin segment is too
large to fit between current installed capacity qm and demand D; in other words, if a new operator enters
with a capacity of kmin the price will fall below the long run marginal costs.
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Figure 1: Demand D (red), marginal revenue MR (blue), and long run marginal cost MC (green) curves under Spence-Dixit
model illustrating: A) installed capacity qm and market price pm for the current situation given current kmin (minimum
efficient scale), c is the marginal cost of production, rm and c+ rm are respectively the unit cost of capacity and the long run
marginal cost of production which considers both production and capacity costs given macro cells B) installed capacity qs and
market price ps given smaller kmin, c is the marginal cost of production, and rs and c+ rs are respectively the unit capacity
cost and long run marginal cost given small cells. In both panes the axes are price P vs. quantity Q.
If kmin decreases, the industry can either increase capacity to again deter entrance given this new kmin
or allow entrance of new operators until this capacity is reached anyway. Industry will do whichever is more
profitable, in either case, prices will decrease. Figure 1B illustrates the situation in which kmin decreases
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thus pushing capacity to qs and price to ps. Note that smaller deployments may have lower unit cost of
capacity rs since they require less infrastructure.
2.3. Comparison of end user mechanisms to related LTE methods
Several existing LTE mechanisms are conceptually related to end user multihoming, these mechanisms
are briefly discussed.
Dual connectivity (DC) for LTE is a recent technical enhancement from 3GPP Release 12 (from 2012)
that allows user equipment to receive data from either two BSs (specifically two eNodeBs of the same
network) simultaneously or from the best BS of two connected BSs thus increasing user throughput and
network efficiency [8]. The enhancement is often targeted at heterogeneous networks where the one of BS
would be a macro BS and the other a small BS. Thus this enhancement is conceptually related to both end
user multihoming and network switching, though several important differences remain.
Primarily, DC is intended for cases where both BSs are from the same network and thus the enhancement
often assumes information can be sent between the BSs through an inter-BS X2 interface. The X2 connection
in DC can serve several purposes: sharing part of the actual user data (to be transmitted) with the secondary
BS and bidirectionally sharing information about user throughput with each BS for scheduling purposes [9].
End user multihoming on the other hand never assumes a connection between BSs (of either different
operators or of the same operator). In end user multihoming, the actual user data is assumed to be split
between BSs through a higher layer protocol such as MPTCP, and scheduling is done independently by each
BS. However we note that DC is a very flexible enhancement and in some variations of DC the data splitting
is done at high layers and scheduling is independent on each BS [10, Chapter 16].
Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP) is a technical enhancement related to DC but distinct in that in CoMP
the multiple BSs transmitting to the user are often just distinct remote radio heads (RRH) that share the
same baseband processing unit and thus the RRHs are assumed to have a virtually no latency connection
between themselves [11]. In other words, the CoMP case can be viewed as a special case of DC where
the connection between the radio heads is essentially perfect (as compared to an X2 interface inter-BS
connection). CoMP was developed before and is a precursor to DC.
2.4. Related studies
Related work can be divided into studies with a similar focus on end user network switching and multi-
homing and studies with similar agent based modeling methodologies.
2.4.1. End user network switching and multihoming studies
Several related studies have examined end user network switching and end user multihoming both from
technical and economic viewpoints.
In the technical domain, iCellular [1] is a novel end user network switching platform and algorithm. iCel-
lular determines when to switch networks through a predictive machine learning (ML) approach (specifically
when an alternative network is predicted to provide significantly better quality then a switch is initiated).
Similarly, Delphi [2] addresses the problem of network switching with a general optimization framework and
also allows for multihoming (over LTE and Wifi) via multipath TCP. The system was empirically tested in
situations with both LTE and Wifi connectivity were available. Li et al. [3] also proposed a technique for
distributing user flows in multihoming scenarios. The proposed technique accounts for trade-offs in different
metrics including user QoE, cost, and energy.
Overall, most technically related studies have focused on the fundamental user problem of deciding how to
divide traffic between the multiple network interfaces. This problem can be viewed as a complex multiuser
multiobjective optimization problem wherein strategies will depend on the local and global information
available to each user (i.e. technical network capabilities, current network loads, etc.) and the objectives
of each user (maximize throughput, minimize energy usage, compromise of factors, etc.) in their current
context. Ref. [12] provides a survey of techniques.
In contrast to these studies, we already assume that such traffic division can be done optimally (as we
simply sum the capacities of available interfaces). Instead we include the lower level problem of network
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allocation of radio resources to devices. Towards this goal, Dandachi et al. [4] analyzed both user-centric
traffic division and network-centric radio resource allocation schemes in the context of multihoming users.
They illustrated that global resource allocation schemes that account for the multihoming nature of end
users are more efficient that local schemes. Though they studied users multihoming over a single LTE and
Wifi network rather than multiple LTE networks.
In the economic domain, [13] compares the economic efficiency of end user multihoming against related
schemes such national roaming and dynamic spectrum access and provides regulator guidance with respect
to the three mechanisms. Also [14] performs a feasibility analysis of multipath protocols for IoT applications.
2.4.2. Mobile network related agent based modeling studies
Many mobile network studies have utilized agent based modeling. However the level of detail in both
the agent and network components of these models varies greatly depending on the objective of the study.
The most closely related studies to our work have been techno-economic studies with moderately complex
agents yet relatively simple network components. For example [15] and [13] both employ such agent based
models.
Other more technically complex network models such as system level LTE simulators [16] are in general
too heavy3 for our purpose and for the most part do not directly support, for example, users with connections
to multiple mobile networks.
3. Method
3.1. Agent based modeling
Agent based modeling is a general modeling methodology that employs a collection of typically rule
based interacting agents in an defined environment. In contrast to strict equation based modeling, agents
typically behave according to decision rules such that the model itself is not necessarily analytically tractable.
Agent based models are especially advantageous in exploring complex systems since such models can often
illustrate macro level emergent behavior through only simple micro level agent assumptions [17] [18]. Thus
since mobile networks and interacting autonomous users can be seen as a complex system, we argue that
agent based modeling naturally fits well with the problem area.
Several general agent based modeling platforms are open source and freely available including for example
MASON4 and FLAME.5 In this paper, we utilize the Repast Simphony6 framework because the framework
supports development in Java and the Java ecosystem provides a large variety of useful third party math
and statistics libraries. In terms of implementation, we implement the model in about 2300 lines of Java
code.
3.2. Overall model parameters
Overall, the agent based model has several parameters that affect the general behavior of all sub-models
with the most important being time. Specifically, time in the model progresses discretely with a one second
granularity, and thus the entire model is updated and progresses (i.e. decisions are made) every one second.
This time granularity provides an adequate level of network detail and realism while still allowing for
the simulation of many agent hours in a reasonable amount of wall time. Furthermore, one second is an
intuitive granularity for simulating user activities since user application sessions are often within a few orders
of magnitude (a median smartphone session length is about 30 seconds [19]).
As mentioned the model can be further broken down into sub-models including the network model, the
user mobility model, and the user behavior and QoE model. These sub-models are described in detail in
sections 3.3-3.5.
3In other words, simulating three networks at 1ms granularity for many hours of usage with hundreds of users is impractical.
4http://cs.gmu.edu/ eclab/projects/mason/
5http://flame.ac.uk/
6http://repast.github.io
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3.3. Network model
The network model is essentially a high level system model of the radio access network. Thus we only
model base stations and we consider backhaul and core network as out of scope.
The network model calculates the signal strength, bandwidth, and corresponding throughput available
to a given agent based on the proximity of that agent to a BS(s) (of an operator with which the agent has a
contract), the number of users using that BS(s), and the radio resource allocation scheme. We make several
simplifying assumptions including that BSs operate at constant power all the time (thus we do not consider
power optimization) and that fast fading smooths out at our one second time scale (and thus we can ignore
it). We detail a variety of other network simulation parameters in Table 1
Table 1: Various network model parameters.
Parameter Value
Outdoor transmission frequency (center) for macro cellular network 2.1 GHz
Indoor transmission frequency (center) for small cellular network 3.5 GHz
Outdoor transmission carrier bandwidth for macro cellular network 10 MHz
Indoor transmission carrier bandwidth for small cellular network 10 MHz
Outdoor macro cellular base station transmission power 37 dBm
Indoor small cellular base station transmission power 21 dBm
Log-Normal shadowing standard deviation 6 dB
Outdoor BS height 30 m
Outdoor user equipment height 1.5 m
Environmentally, the model defines two types of environments, the outdoor environment is served by
macro cellular network and indoor environment is served by small cellular network, as depicted in Figure
5A. Specifically, in order to calculate the signal strength the network model utilizes a variety of empirical
path loss models depending on whether the user or base station is indoors or outdoors. We detail this
indoor/outdoor dichotomy and the corresponding path loss models in Table 2.
Table 2: Path loss models describing the downlink from base stations to the end user terminal.
Base station
indoor outdoor
User indoor ITU indoor propagation model
a[20] COST 231 Hata model for building
penetration and non-light of sightb
outdoor COST 231 Hata model for building
penetration and non-light of sightc
COST 231 Hata model for urban en-
vironment [21]
a The model assumes 1 internal wall for every 5m between the BS and user beyond 10m.
b The model assumes 1 external wall and 1 floor.
c The model assumes 1 external wall and 1 internal wall.
All path loss models give a signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). This SINR along with the user
bandwidth are then transformed to a throughput value via an approximate bounded and truncated Shannon
function. The function (as dictated by appropriate adaptive coding and modulation schemes) is provided
by 3GPP in Section A.2 of [22].
3.3.1. Resource allocation scheme
The potential radio resource allocation schemes of our simple network model fall in the category of
frequency domain resource scheduling (FD-RS) since we allocate the bandwidth of each BS between the
active users of that BS each second.7 We select two simple and intuitive FD-RS schemes.
7This essentially implies a time domain equal resource allocation since all active users are scheduled each second.
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The base case allocation scheme is an equal resource (ER) scheme that simply divides a BSs bandwidth
between all of the BSs users without regard to the channel quality (SINR) of users. This type of channel
unaware scheme has been observed empirically in commercial networks [23]. The alternative allocation
scheme is essentially a throughput equalization (TE) scheme that divides a BSs bandwidth between all of a
BSs users inversely proportionally to each users channel capacity (as calculated from SINR). This type of
scheme represents a channel aware scheme. Both schemes attempt to impose a level of fairness and equality
between users but with different metrics (bandwidth vs. throughput).
In our case, the ER scheme is also a locally8 proportionally fair scheme. This can be shown relatively
easily. Firstly, since each user is scheduled every second we only need to impose PF on each time slot
independently. PF dictates that we maximize the sum of the logarithms of user’s throughputs. This
maximization problem for an individual time slot can be formalized as in Equation 1 where a is an individual
user in the set of all users A, t(·) is the throughput function as detailed in Equation 2 that calculates
throughput from the bandwidth allocated to the user ba and the SINR (in dB) of the user sa, and B is the
total bandwidth of the cell (in our case 10 Mhz). Simple transformations (as shown in Equation 3) reduce
the problem to the well known sum of logs optimization problem with a solution of ba = B|A| (as used in
ER).
maximize
ba
∑
a∈A
log(t(ba, sa))
subject to
∑
a∈A
ba < B,
ba > 0, a ∈ A,
sa > 0, a ∈ A
(1)
t(ba, sa) = ba ∗ 0.75 ∗ log2(1 + 10
sa
10 ) (2)
max
ba
∑
a∈A
log(t(ba, sa))
= max
ba
∑
a∈A
(log(ba) + log(0.75 ∗ log2(1 + 10
sa
10 )))
≡ max
ba
∑
a∈A
log(ba)
(3)
In the context of multihoming, since we assume that users use the full amount of bandwidth provided,
the splitting of traffic between the network interfaces (which we assume occurs on a higher layer) does not
need to be considered. In practice this would be a user-centric allocation with the splitting depending on
the specific higher layer protocol (such as MPTCP).
3.3.2. BS selection scheme
In terms of BS selection, every second each user selects the BS (or BSs) with the best estimated through-
put given the BS selections of all other users. Thus the first user to make the selection in a given second has
no information about others user’s selection, while the last user has complete information (since all other
users have already selected). The order of this selection process is randomized every second to remove any
unfairness. This ordered selection procedure is analogous to a temporal ordering of requests from users in
a given second. The estimated throughput takes into account both the BSs already selected by other users
and the radio resource allocation scheme and therefore users have essentially perfect information.
In the context of BS selection research, our scheme represents a distributed load-aware user-driven
approach as classified by [24]. Load-aware schemes are not currently a part of LTE, however such schemes
8Locally means at the level of each individual BS
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are likely to be included in future 3GPP (i.e. 5G) releases [24, 25]. In practice we note that BS load
information could be broadcast by each BS in the broadcast channel [24] or potentially estimated by end
user devices (without BS assistance) through techniques similar to [26, Section 4.2] (which uses RSRQ-based
estimation).
3.4. User mobility model
The user movement model uses a levy walk [27] with truncated power law flight lengths (and five second
pause times between each movement). The movement speed of users is 2 m/s (7.2 kph) outdoors (brisk
walking) and 0.2 m/s (0.72 kph) indoors to account for the typically faster movement of users while outdoors.
3.5. User behavior and QoE model
The user behavior and QoE model dictates the user’s mobile application usage behavior and the resulting
user’s evaluation of quality of the session. The model was adapted from [28] with modifications for using
MOS as a user QoE metric (in addition to throughput). In the model, the behavior of each user is modeled
as a Poisson burst process with each burst consisting of a single activity. Each activity therein consists of
one or more application sessions. The model is illustrated as a flow chart in Figure 3 and the probability
distributions and functions used in the model are summarized in Table 4 in the Appendix. We note that
in order to introduce user heterogeneity many of the distribution parameters specified for each user are
themselves samples from normal or truncated normal distributions. We further describe the dynamics of
activities and sessions in the model in sections 3.5.1-3.5.2.
3.5.1. Session
Each session in the model is assigned a specific application type. The types we consider are general web
browsing, messaging, social networking, video, and maps.9
The duration distributions of session types are derived empirically from actual user session data. Specif-
ically, the distributions are estimated empirically via the Powerlaw package [30] on the active smartphone
dataset described in [31]. In each case the distribution is selected based on Akaike weights.
The required throughput for sessions of a given type to provide certain quality to the user (as measured
by MOS) is defined by specific throughput-to-MOS mapping functions. The throughput-to-MOS mapping
functions are derived from experimental data from [29]. Specifically, for all applications except video with
resolution >720p, throughput to MOS mapping points are extracted from the results and splines with linear
basis functions are fit given the mapping points as knots. We illustrate these fitted splines for the different
session types in Figure 2. For video with resolutions of 1080, 2K, and 4K experimental results are not
available and instead splines are fit based on a heuristic given in [32] (specifically the β rule). The β rule
requires estimates of the throughput needed for smooth (non-buffering) video playback for these resolutions.
We utilize estimates of 8, 15, and 20 Mbps for 1080, 2000, and 4000 resolutions respectively.
Delay is also a factor for QoE (and therefore MOS) in certain applications [29]. However we don’t
consider delay in our analysis because this would require a significantly more complex network sub-model
and experimental data is not available for delay-to-MOS or (delay, throughput)-to-MOS combinations for
most user applications we consider. Additionally, the experimental data that is available suggests that delay
has a somewhat smaller effect than throughput [29]. Therefore, we leave the analysis of delay for future
research.
Additionally, sessions can be abandoned early if the quality of the session is too low. For every one
second of a session where the cumulative mean MOS of the session is below a threshold value of 2.5 the
user has a probability of abandoning the session. This abandonment probability is inversely proportional
to MOS with a maximum of 5% (at MOS = 1.0) and minimum of 0% (at MOS = 2.5). This abandonment
cannot occur during the initial grace (or start-up) period of the session which we define as the first 5 s. If a
9We consider these application types because they are all very popular and prior research provides QoE results for these
types [29].
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Figure 2: Throughput-to-MOS mapping functions as linear spline interpolations for different applications: A) video with
resolutions <720p and B) all non-video applications.
session is abandoned early then the probability of an additional session (in the same activity) is affected as
described in section 3.5.2.
Finally, the probability of any given session being assigned a specific type depends on a weighted enu-
merated distribution over the types.10 The weights (and thus probability of selecting each type) are detailed
in Table 4. Additionally, for video sessions the video resolution is also selected from a weighted enumerated
distribution with probability values for specific resolutions as detailed in Table 3 in the Appendix. The mix
of video resolutions is weighted towards a somewhat futuristic scenario with a significant fraction of video
at resolutions of ≥ 1080.
3.5.2. Activity
As mentioned each activity contains at least one session (the initial session), however the probability of
an additional session (in the same activity) following any given session is dictated by a binomial distribution
with a mean over all users of 50% probability given the session was completed or a 20% probability given
the session was abandoned early. Furthermore, if an additional session is required the inter-session time
between the completed session and the additional session is dictated by a Pareto distribution. Finally, if the
last session of an activity was abandon early then the activity itself is considered a failure and the time to
next activity distribution is affected (see Table 4 in the Appendix).
3.5.3. Overall user MOS
The overall experience of the user is derived as the mean MOS over all of a user’s sessions in the
simulation. However, the early abandonment feature of our model causes an issue because sessions with
poor MOS that are abandoned early are less costly than sessions with poor MOS that are not abandoned
early. This is not likely the case in reality and thus a penalty must be used to account for the user frustration
of early abandonment. Thus we calculate the mean MOS value as if early abandoned sessions were the full
duration but with a MOS score of 1.0 for the abandoned time of the session.
4. Scenarios
4.1. Simulation procedure
For each scenario we simulate (via the agent based model) 50,000 s (13.88 h) of user action as we find this
duration allows a good convergence of the simulation results. Figure 4 illustrates a high level flow diagram
10In statistical terms a discrete probability distribution with a finite sample space
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Figure 3: User behavior and QoE model flow chart. Note the probability of session abandonment pa is a function of the MoS
at the given time ts, while the probability of a new session pn is a function of whether the previous session ended normally
(End) or was abandoned early (Aban).
of this simulation process. We also repeat each simulation 10 times with different random number seeds
to obtain 10 result sets. These result sets are then used to obtain normal 90% confidence intervals for all
the results. However, we note in some cases the confidence intervals are too small to be included in certain
figures, in these cases we only display the mean of the result sets. Each scenario simulation was performed
on a standard desktop computer with Intel Core i7 (2.5 Ghz) and 16 GB RAM and took between 2 and 45
min wall time depending primarily on the number of users in the scenario (between 25 and 425).
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Figure 4: High level simulation flow chart.
4.2. Baseline scenario
The baseline scenario (also referred to as scenario 1) is the default scenario upon which we vary certain
parameters to obtain all other scenarios. The baseline scenario includes 3 different operators and 300 users
equally split between the operators. Spatially, as illustrated in Figure 5A, the scenario dictates a 2.56 km2
area (in white) with 6 outdoor BSs and a centrally located 3600 m2 indoor area (in dark grey) with 6 indoor
BSs. Users move within a 0.09 km2 area (in light grey) that encompasses and includes the central indoor
area. Operator base stations are positioned such that they are symmetrically located on opposite sides of the
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areas. Additionally, in this baseline scenario, all users have only a single operator (and thus do not perform
network switching or multihoming). Therefore this represents the current dominant situation in terms of
network switching and multihoming. Finally, the radio resource allocation scheme is the proportionally fair
ER scheme.
The baseline scenario represents an urban point-of-interest such as a train station, concert hall, or other
crowded public place that would likely include outdoor and indoor base stations. We focus on urban scenarios
because we assume the benefits of network switching and multihoming in rural areas, though interesting,
are likely more straightforward and dominated by coverage differences rather than an interplay of factors.
A B
Figure 5: Network layout scenario illustrations with colored squares representing base stations of different operators, light grey
area representing the bounded area that users move within, dark grey area representing indoor space (that users also move in),
and black dots representing individual users. A) scenario 1 (baseline) and B) scenario 2 (asymmetric layout).
4.3. Parameter variations
Network layout: We can move the base station positions of operators or change the number of base
stations per operator to acquire different network layouts. For example, we can create layouts with
co-located BSs or non-symmetric BSs. Four distinct network layout scenarios are defined (scenarios
1-4). These layouts are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.
Radio resource allocation scheme: We can utilize the channel aware TE radio resource allocation
scheme instead of the channel unaware ER scheme.
Number of end users: We can vary the number of end users thus creating different user density
levels.
Network switching and multihoming user fractions: We can vary the number of contracts per
user (thus effecting network switching) and the ability for each user to use multihoming. Given these
two dimensions, and the restriction that multihoming requires 2 contracts, we have 5 potential user
types: 1 contract (implies no multihoming), 2 contracts (no multihoming), 2 contracts (multihoming),
3 contracts (no multihoming), and 3 contracts (multihoming). Thus we can vary the percentages of
these user types subject to the requirement that they sum to 100%11. We abbreviate these user types
as 1C, 2C-NMH, 2C-MH, 3C-NMH, 3C-MH respectively.
11We always split all user types equally among the operators.
11
A B
Figure 6: Network layout scenarios illustrations with colored squares representing base stations of different operators, light grey
area representing the bounded area that users move within, dark grey area representing indoor space (that users also move
in), and black dots representing individual users. A) scenario 3 (co-located outdoor BSs - note that outdoor BS are overlapped
such that each operator has a BS in each of the two outdoor locations) and B) scenario 4 (indoor only green operator, refer to
web version for color figure).
4.4. Results
First, to assess the overall benefits of complete (100%) adoption of network switching or multihoming
we consider situations in which all users are of a single user type (i.e. 2C-NMH or 3C-MH). For brevity
we exclude the 2C-MH type from analysis and focus on 3C-MH type as the results are similar. Figures 7
and 8 illustrate the mean performance values12 as a function of user type for the different network layout
scenarios given the ER and TE resource schemes respectively.
For the ER scheme, we find as expected that increasing the number of contracts (available for network
switching) increases all three performance values of throughput, SINR and MOS. This result validates
that exploiting the differences between multiple mobile networks through network switching can provide
significant benefits. However surprisingly, we find that 3C-MH actually provides lower mean throughput
and slightly lower MOS than 3C-NMH in all scenarios. In other words, multihoming does not provide on
average an improved user experience compared to network switching with the same number of operator
contracts.
Further investigation indicates that this is the result of inefficient radio resource allocation. Specifically,
multihoming users typically have one strong signal and one weak signal, yet the networks allocate radio
resources to both of these connections despite the fact that the strong connection often already provides
high throughput to the user. Therefore the weak signal uses a large fraction of radio resources for a small
and often unnecessary gain in throughput. If all users are in a similar situation then these weak connections
result in an overall lower mean throughput. In other words, the problem is that each network lacks the
information about the end user’s multihoming nature to make intelligent radio resource allocation decisions.
However this lower throughput does not greatly effect MOS since the lower throughput is partly offset
by a lower variation in throughput between users. Figure 9 illustrates the standard deviation of throughput
as a function of user type for different network layout scenarios.
12We note that the SINR of a multihoming user is not easily defined since SINR is not a simple additive quantity like
throughput, thus to avoid confusion we do not include SINR values for multihoming scenarios in results or figures.
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Figure 7: Performance values for different scenarios and user types (all users are a single type) given ER radio resource allocation
scheme: A) mean user throughput B) mean user SINR C) mean user MOS.
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Figure 8: Performance values for different scenarios and user types (all users of a single type) given TE radio resource allocation
scheme: A) mean user throughput B) mean user SINR C) mean user MOS.
In terms of individual scenarios, scenario 4 is a special case that shows unique dynamics because of the
presence of an indoor only micro-operator (the green operator in figure 6B). For instance for 1C, the mean
throughput of scenario 4 is the highest of all the scenarios but the MOS is the lowest of all the scenarios.
This phenomenon is related to the high indoor throughput but very low (and often zero) outdoor throughput
for users of the indoor only operator. Therefore this scenario numerically illustrates the potential problem
for micro-operators without efficient network switching.
For the TE scheme, we find that although mean throughput decreases in some of the scenarios as the
number of contracts increases, a more significant reduction in throughput variation drives MOS higher. Thus
overall the pattern in terms of MOS is similar to the ER scheme. We also find a similar dynamic in terms
of 3C-NMH compared to 3C-MH as in the ER scheme.
We also vary the number of users to determine if the previously mentioned inefficient radio resource
allocation affects all user densities. Figure 10 illustrates the throughput, SINR, and MOS as a function of
the number of users for different user types for network layout scenario 1 with ER scheme. Interestingly, we
find that multihoming does provide better throughput for low density cases but that this advantage quickly
disappears beyond about 75 users. Specifically, in the low density case inefficient radio resource allocation
does not matter since there is very little competition for the resources. Thus selectively enabling end user
multihoming depending on the congestion level of the networks might be a viable strategy. Though as also
illustrated in Figure 10 the higher throughput of multihoming at low densities does not provide significantly
higher MOS since the high throughput already available through network switching is adequate for the
applications of the users.
Additionally, we can vary the fraction of users of the different user types. Figure 11 illustrates the mean
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Figure 9: Standard deviation of throughput for different scenarios, user types (all users of a single type), and radio resource
allocation schemes: A) ER allocation B) TE allocation.
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Figure 10: Performance values for different numbers of users and network switching and multihoming user types (all users of
a single type) given ER radio resource allocation scheme and scenario 1: A) mean user throughput (log scale axes) B) mean
user SINR C) mean user MOS.
performance values for 3C-MH and 3C-NMH users as a function of the fraction of those users that are of
the 3C-MH type (vs. 3C-NMH type) (also the mean of all users (collection of both types) is included for
reference). We find that the advantage of 3C-MH users13 (vs. 3C-NMH) is significant for both throughput
and MOS and remains relatively constant as the fraction of 3C-MH users increases.
This observation is important for understanding potential adoption dynamics since late adopters will
still have a significant incentive for adoption as their gain will be similar to early adopters. Comparatively,
different dynamics are often at play in the adoption of new network technologies such as LTE in the sense
that early adopters typically find non-congested networks while the network becomes congested as more
users adopt the technology. In other words, the benefit of late adoption of LTE is less than early adoption.
Figure 11 also details that in general any amount of multihoming users decreases the performance of non-
multihoming users. Again, this is the result of the inefficient radio resource allocation. Ref. [4] previously
illustrated a similar problem in the case of multihoming and non-multihoming users over an LTE and a
Wifi network (rather than several LTE networks). Though we also note that if the fraction of multihoming
users is kept small then these users can share large gains with only minimal effect on non-multihoming
users. Therefore, small special users groups, such as public safety officials, could use end user multihoming
13In other words the distance between the 3C-MH and 3C-NMH curves in Figure 11A and 11C
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beneficially.
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Figure 11: Performance values for 3C-MH and 3C-NMH users as a function of the fraction of users that are of the 3C-MH type
given ER radio resource allocation scheme and scenario 1: A) mean user throughput B) mean user SINR C) mean user MOS.
4.5. Effects of network assumptions on results
As previously discussed, our network sub-model includes a basic radio access network but excludes
backhaul, core network, and network protocol layers. Though the sub-model provides an appropriate level
of detail for our analysis, such an approach naturally involves certain assumptions. We briefly discuss the
potential impact of several of these network assumptions on our results.
Firstly, since we do not model network protocols we simply assume that a network layer protocol can
fully aggregate the capacity of several mobile connections (in other words simply sum the capacities). The
most obvious candidate is MPTCP. In reality MPTCP cannot (even with optimal scheduling) fully aggregate
capacities in situations with highly heterogeneous networks (in terms of throughput and delay) and limited
buffer sizes [33, 34]. In other words, in situations especially like scenario 4 (indoor only operator) where
users are often multihoming over a strong indoor and weak outdoor connection (or vice versa) the actual
application layer throughput will be lower than our estimations. This phenomenon further reinforces the
highly situational nature of benefits from end user multihoming. We look to include a model of MPTCP
(or other multipath protocol) in future work.
Secondly, since we do not model backhaul or core network we do not consider potential congestion in
these areas. Therefore, in scenarios where backhaul or core network are the limiting bottleneck our results,
though still applicable, will be less important in terms of performance. Additionally, in such situations,
the BS selection scheme would need to account for not only BS load but also backhaul or end-to-end load
(similar to MPTCP schedulers when distributing data to sub-flows). Ref. [25] summarizes several such
association schemes. In any case, we believe in urban scenarios (like our simulations) the bottleneck is more
likely to be the radio access network than backhaul or core network. Specifically, many urban areas often
have, for example, expandable high capacity fiber-to-the-BS backhaul.
Thirdly, we make certain radio access network assumptions such as constant transmission power of
BSs. The constant transmission power assumption (along with other assumptions) implies no advanced
inter-cell interference coordination. Therefore, we likely overestimate/underestimate the throughput of cell-
center/cell-edge users compared to a simulation with, for example, soft or fractional frequency reuse [35].
However, this does not significantly effect our results as all users move extensively over the simulation area
and are equally affected. Additionally, even highly detailed LTE system level simulators such as the Vienna
simulator [16] do not yet support non-homogeneous power allocation.
5. Discussion
Interestingly, the results illustrate an important and (in hindsight) intuitive paradox for end user multi-
homing. Specially, a major benefit of end user multihoming, in that MNO support is not required, is also a
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limiting factor for the user benefit due to the need for such MNO support to perform efficient radio resource
allocation for multihoming users. In the best case, operators could respond to the adoption of end user
multihoming by working out a cooperative allocation system (especially given that without such support
multihoming users may harm the network performance for all users). Such a cooperative scheme could work
like the two level network-centric allocation14 scheme described in Section II of [4]. However, if operators
feel enabling multihoming might imperil their main business models then regulation may be needed to force
such cooperation.
A potential indicator of MNO sentiment towards end user mechanisms and specifically network switching
can be seen in the recent GSM Association rules regarding remote SIM provisioning affecting embedded-
SIMs.15 The rules explicitly forbid the automated (without user intervention) switching between MNO
profiles [36]. This type of rule means that end user network switching likely becomes more technically
challenging as embedded-SIM represented a relatively well developed potential enabler of network switching.
Though we note that these provisioning rules are still subject to change.
Economically, the overall simulation results indicate that network switching improves allocative efficiency
since the scarce radio resources and network capacity are better utilized. Though from a dynamic efficiency
perspective (in other words in the long run), several authors [37, 38] have suggested that very low switching
costs may decrease incentives for mobile network investment. For example, in a scenario with network
switching where users have unlimited data plans, operators might be disincentivized from investing in areas
already covered by a competitor (since it is more cost efficient to simply offload that traffic to the competitor).
However, as mentioned, low switching costs also enable new small and medium sized operators to enter the
market since they decreases entry barriers. As a result, the low costs incentivize investments in indoor and
new network deployments, including IoT applications.
Contrastingly, in a scenario with network switching where users have usage based data plans, operators
might be incentivized to invest in areas with high data demands, in other words, they will compete for
traffic. In such a scenario, regulators might ensure minimum coverage in areas with low population densities,
while letting competition dominate in high population density areas. Overall, given the potential of network
switching regulators should further investigate these incentive dynamics given the operators, pricing schemes,
population densities, etc. in their local market.
6. Conclusions
In this work we studied the benefits of end user network switching and end user multihoming in several
diverse network scenarios through an agent based modeling approach. The model consists broadly of a
detailed user behavior sub-model and high level mobile network sub-model and includes diverse performance
metrics such as end user throughput, MOS, and SINR.
In term of results, the work indicates that end user network switching almost always improves mean
user throughput and QoE as quantified by mean user MOS. Comparatively, end user multihoming only
improves throughput and MOS in a smaller set of situations. Specifically, in complete multihoming adoption
cases, multihoming does improve mean user throughput when user density is low (i.e. low congestion).
Unfortunately in such low congestion situations, mean MOS is already high and thus additional throughput
has only a marginal effect.
In partial adoption cases, multihoming users have higher throughput and MOS (than non-multihoming
users) and this advantage remains roughly constant even as the adoption fraction increases. Thus promoting
the adoption of multihoming by late adopters might be less challenging than in other cases of network
technology adoption, such as LTE. Though as mentioned the complete adoption of multihoming does not
significantly improve user QoE (compared to the network switching case).
14The first level scheduler would work at a flow level time scale (since inter-operator links would have significant delays) with
approximate global information. Whereas the second level scheduler would work in each BS at millisecond time scale with
information from the first level scheduler and additional, for example, fast fading information.
15Embedded-SIMs are essentially reprogrammable SIMs that can hold several MNO profiles
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The main reason end user multihoming is not broadly beneficial is that, in end user multihoming,
network operators are unaware that any given user is multihoming. This unawareness leads to networks
making inefficient radio resource allocation decisions as the networks try to promote fairness between users.
Since fairness is (rightly so) a major goal in most resource allocation algorithms, this effects essentially all
resource allocation schemes.
Additionally, for network switching, the indoor operator scenario (scenario 4) quantifies the importance
for indoor micro-operators of efficient network switching (so that their customers can easily switch to macro
operators outdoors). Specifically, the mean user MOS of these micro-operator customers roughly doubles
given network switching.
Overall, this work supports the general adoption of end user network switching for increasing allocative
efficiency and the adoption of end user multihoming in limited situations. In addition, we hope our results
spur more research into areas such as algorithms for dynamically enabling multihoming in certain situations,
mechanisms for cooperative (inter-network) resource allocation of multihoming users, and the benefits of
further lowering MNO switching costs.
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Appendix
6.1. User model distributions
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Table 3: Video application session resolution probabilities.
Resolution Probability
360 10%
480 10%
720 10%
1080 20%
2000 30%
4000 20%
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